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Intro: [B7s4 |    | B11|    | B11s2 |    | B9] 
  

[E] Due north of legend lies [B11s2] …mythic, fabled fields  
[EM7/B] where gray skies [B11s2] clear  
[E] All are welcome where [B11s2] the sky and mountains meet  
[EM7/B] where the moon lies a[B11s2]sleep  
[A69/E] It's said it's peaceful there [EM7] living life without a care  
[Aadd9/E] with all who passed be[EM7]fore  
[A69/E] No need to pack a thing… A  
[EM7] smile is all you need to bring…the 
[A/E] rest leave outside your [E] door …to 
 

Chorus: [E+9/B] wishing fields I go be[Aadd2/B]cause I got to know  
[B6no3] there is more than I can [F#mb5/B] see  
[E+9/B] if you feel the same I’ll be  
[Aadd2/B] awful glad you came  
[B6no3] I’ll be waiting there for [E] you  

 

Fill: [B7s4 |    | B11|    | B11s2 |    | B9] 
  

[E] When you touch the top [B11s2] your host is waiting where your 
[EM7/B] worries start to [B11s2] fade  
[E] Then your dreams divide [B11s2] good up front, bad behind 
[EM7/B] Your heart is set [B11s2] free  
[A69/E] There your fears'll fall [EM7] down the mountain one and all  
[Aadd9/E] as hope assumes her [EM7] claim 
[A69/E] and if the fears try and reappear  
[EM7] harmony shall steer them clear with the 
[A/E] sound of your satis [E] soul …to 
 

Chorus: [E+9/B] wishing fields I go be[Aadd2/B]cause I got to know  
[B6no3] there is more than I can [F#mb5/B] see  
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[E+9/B] if you feel the same I'll be  
[Aadd2/B] awful glad you came  
[B6no3] I’ll be waiting there for [E] you in  
[A69/E] wishing fields we’ll [EM7] find revealed these  
[A/E] mysteries sealed and [E] clued [E |   |    ] 

 

Bridge: [Dadd9/A] There the clouds will mimic [E] mountains 
[Dadd9/A] who's peaks aspire to be [E] stars  
[Dadd9/A] If anyone asks please [Badd9/F#] tell them to 
[A69/E] wishing fields I've [B11s2] gone [B11s2i] to 

  

Chorus: [E+9/B] wishing fields I go be[Aadd2/B]cause I got to know  
[B6no3] there is more than I can [F#mb5/B] see  
[E+9/B] if you feel the same I'll be  
[Aadd2/B] awful glad you came  
[B6no3] I’ll be waiting there for [E] you in  
[A69/E] wishing fields we’ll [EM7] find revealed these  
[A/E] mysteries sealed ... in  
[A69/E] wishing fields we’ll [EM7] find revealed these  
[A/E] mysteries sealed and [E] clued 

 
Open E Guitar Tuning: E B E G# B E 
B7s4: [x02100] B11: [x02140] B11s2: [x02120]  B9: [x02122] 
E: [000000] B11s2: [x02120] EM7/B: [x04340] A69/E: [022100] 
Aadd9/E: [020100] B11s2i: [x05045] EM7: [044300] A/E: [055555] 
Eadd9/B: [x00077] Aadd2/B: [x00555] B6no3: [x04304] F#mb5/B: [x02102] 
Dadd9/A: [575655] Badd9/F#: [242322]   

 


